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s it acceptable for a librarian to locate
catalog records in another library's
online public access catalog (OPAC)
and then nab those records for use in her
own institution's OPAC without asking
pernission from the other library? Some
librarians say the Z39.50 capability makes
it the "Napster" of bibliographic utilities-
some even suggest the term "Zapster."
h'le ability to tae electronic bibliographic
records from across the Internet, most often
using the Z39.50 protocol, raises questions
of librarian etiquette and ethics.
Z39.50 is a communications protocol
that allows computers with different
software systems to exchange data
seamlessly. The protocol was developed
before the advent of the Web in the 1970s,
when the Library of Congress, OCLC,
RLIN, and WLN-each using its own
software-wanted their systems to be able
to share information.
Z39.50 specifies a standard,
interoperable set of formats and procedures
to provide remote access and information
retrieval. It has evolved through the years
and is now an information retrieval
standard of the National Institute of
Standards Organizations (NISO). It has
been internationalized, in basically the same
form, as ISO23950 of the International
Standards Organization (ISO).
Applications based on the Z39.50
standard are appreciated
and, in the main, are used ...................................................................................................appropriately by the libra..............................
com m uni Z 39.50 is the.........................................
foundation for our union
catalogs and our interlibraty
loan subsystems, and it is




tool allows library staff and
users to search other
institutions' catalogs from
afar. th the addition of.................................
.. ... ... ................... ..... . ................................................................ . .
inexpensive or free software iiiiiiiiii~iiiJJ
provided by automation
system vendors, again using
Z39.50 as its basis, most
librarT automation systems can retrieve and
download machine-readable cataloging
(MARC) records from remote systems.
This neatly facilitates the better, faster,
cheaper path to cataloging and classification
for which librarians in technical services
are striving. It also raises the question of
whether libraries are "sharing" their
intellectual efforts without even knowing it.
Profession
Librarians have discussed the correctness
of obtaining selected records in MARC
format and importing them into their local
catalogs for many years. Arguments range
from "stealing my intellectual property"
to "information wants to be free." Some
librarians suggest that reciprocal agreements
and/or acknowledging the source of the
record in a 910 note field of the MARC
record is a safe approach. Other librarians
have pointed out that if they created an
original MARC record as a state employee,
all libraries in their states should have free
access to it. In fact, some states have spent a
lot of money ensuring Z39.50 compliance
at all ibraries within their states for this
purpose, among others. Nothing definitive
has come of these discussions.
Z39.50, in itself, is neither good nor
bad. It is just a standard developed by, with,
and for librarians specifically and other
information professionals generally. Its
purpose is to facilitate the transfer of
electronic information between different
systems. Librarianship is a profession that
values information and the sharing of that
information. We work together to locate,
organize, and make available needed
resources. Sharing is fundamental to rmany
of our daily operations; it is a characteristic
that sets us apart from other profissions.
You don't see other professions sharing
their institutional resources, as we do with
our interlibrary loan services. You don't
see other professions contributing their
intellectual property to create the kind
of worldwide resource we have in
OCLCS W orldCat. Sharing is one of
the underpinnings of our common
philosophies. Z39.50 helps us to share.
Why, then, are so few law libraries
using Z39.50 to share MLARC records?
Most likely, it is because there are too many
unresolved questions surrounding what is
and is not acceptable sharing. Is there a
difference between sharing and stealing?
Should there be limits on what is shared?
Does it matter if permission is asked of the
library that created the records? Should
the taking library compensate the creating
library?
OCLC's promulgation of guidelines
on sharing records, although poorly
understood by most, may be part of the
reluctance to use Z39.50' sharing
capabilities. Once a record becomes
part of the OCLC database, can
contributing libraries still allow
others to borrow that record?
While the latest revision of the
Guidelines for the Use and Transfer
of OCLC-Derived Records states
unequivocally that member libraries
may share records of their own
holdings with each other and with
nonmember libraries without
restrictions, libraries may be hesitant
to do so at the risk of displeasing
OCLC. (The guidelines are available
online at www~coclc.org/support/
d ocum e ntat io n/wo rl dcat /rec o rds!
guidelines.)
Sharing is a two-way street for
the LUniversity of Colorado Law
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